
Expanding the evidence base for career and technical education 

Greetings From the Network Directors 
It is Career and Technical Education (CTE) Month®! Every February, our nation 
celebrates the importance of CTE. Here at the CTE Research Network, we’re 
excited about the growing number of impact studies and results showing that CTE 
has benefits for some students. 

We also wish to recognize the Association for Career and Technical Education 
(ACTE), whose work is critical to CTE efforts across the country. For almost 100 
years, ACTE has been representing and serving CTE professionals—the 
organization was founded not long after the 1917 Smith-Hughes National Vocational 
Education Act was signed to provide the first federal funding for CTE. Now, with 
more than 20,000 members, ACTE is a vital partner in the CTE Research Network 
and our mission to expand the evidence base on the impact of CTE programs on 
student outcomes. 

We welcome your feedback and encourage you to sign up for our mailing list and 
follow us on Twitter and LinkedIn. As always, we are grateful for the support of the 
Institute of Education Sciences at the U.S. Department of Education. 

Kathy Hughes, Ph.D. 
Principal Researcher, American Institutes for Research 
Director and Principal Investigator, CTE Research Network 

Shaun Dougherty, Ed.D. 
Associate Professor of Public Policy and Education, Vanderbilt University 
Co-Principal Investigator, CTE Research Network 

Coming soon! Summer Training 
Institute 
Researchers are invited to submit applications for our 
June 22–25 Summer Training Institute, designed to 
develop the next generation of CTE researchers. We’ll 
be posting the application soon. Check back! 

Opportunities for innovation in 
research with Perkins V 
Dr. Hughes, the CTE Research Network’s director and 
principal investigator, discusses how new practices 
under Perkins V may lend themselves to research in this 
article reprinted from ACTE’s Techniques magazine. 

New blog series showcases the 
benefits of state CTE research 
partnerships 
A new blog series by Advance CTE and the Institute of 
Education Sciences highlights how research 
partnerships are helping state CTE directors understand 
what’s working, what isn’t, and what needs to change. 

Celebrating 29 Days of CTE! 
ACTE, our network partner, is celebrating CTE Month® 

with 29 Days of CTE as well as a variety of other events 
and resources. Visit ACTE’s Facebook, Twitter, and 
website for CTE facts, products, and more. 

RESOURCES 

New video: Using research to 
determine what works in CTE 
Randomized controlled trials are the 
gold standard for research. This short 
video explains how researchers are 
using this rigorous research method to 
determine what works in CTE. 

CTE in high school and 
postsecondary pathways 
A new working paper from the National 
Center for the Analysis of Longitudinal 
Data in Education Research looks at 
postsecondary outcomes for students in 
Washington who took high school CTE. 

Browse additional CTE resources from the American Institutes for Research, one 
of the partners leading the CTE Research Network. 

NEWS 

Why I Apprentice: National Video Competition 
JFF, a partner in our network, is holding a national video competition for youth 
apprentices called “Why I Apprentice.” Students are invited to submit videos of no 
longer than 60 seconds to share how being an apprentice has helped them learn 
and grow. Submission deadline: March 31, 2020 

EVENTS 

March 12, 2020 
Connecting Practitioners and Researchers to Study the Impact of CTE 
ACTE Region 1 Conference, New York City, NY 

This CTE Research Network session will present the latest findings on CTE’s 
effectiveness and explore ideas for future research and collaboration. 

March 13, 2020 
Building Causal Evidence for CTE 
Society for Research on Educational Excellence (SREE) Spring 2020 Conference 
Arlington, VA (2:45–4:15 p.m. ET) 

Three CTE Research Network teams will discuss their projects examining the 
effects of Connecticut Technical High Schools, New York City’s P-TECH schools, 
and factors driving variation in New York City’s CTE program impacts. 

March 29–April 1, 2020 
ACTE National Policy Seminar 
Arlington, VA 

This national seminar explores topics related to CTE policy, advocacy, and impact. 

SPOTLIGHT 

Research Teams and Projects 

Learn about our network research 
teams and the CTE policies and 
programs their studies are examining. 

College Completion Network 

Follow our sister network, which is 
working to expand the evidence base on 
postsecondary success.

https://cl.exct.net/?qs=5a2af586f4317ec221a3736124963bc8982de2853b718fcff366a271dd6fbe352803659a5209762b9a31b889d01843dc
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=5a2af586f4317ec2f59ba48d5108c6982896c38dfc1ef221c2e998221bdfb68847bccd7b15c6e0b5e3aee147a474ba20
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=5a2af586f4317ec2f52f91a79c97a9f9feea7aad6f85f5c2c6e1fb0cff68315143b63d9df097377a1f8ccab318ec1c26
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=5a2af586f4317ec2b726ce49fdbb6f3765820a9fd5962bc88de497ca3959a92343228f8edace542a2bfdaf00a49039ea
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=5a2af586f4317ec28f9b874cadfffc76f6e02278f2e9e9a3918aa2317c2f797596f693dc339c3c7a297daf166f895372
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=5a2af586f4317ec2075136a72c4f65db6bd5979a25a76aa57724c85bc3d1ff98a225ad006bd9c1e859b1315555e4ebdd
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=0651fa7fdc72d6cd033f6ba187f6e63e51a3e8cad33c299dcc7931fb756ef216ac9dccf937b2d16656666a5c35a72702
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=0651fa7fdc72d6cd3b070d2a0b562c3b2ab53aa564c5b1390517b910326c5b150793cb3d4edd873d628d030ef95affdc
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=0651fa7fdc72d6cdf22883f18bc9528c501ac40b761bb9e09d5c95c1dc008a1f0a5be67c32463f23794232b5f8cc6dee
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=0651fa7fdc72d6cda2ec700d14f9a0173b51b6530d466a16aa5130bcee9e09ef288e65d081e63dab9e8258e87b2c530a
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=0651fa7fdc72d6cd7077c6791577b57c21cec5872b17fa1f3d8034d1b3942c1bac02205fce0a028c1f68ce8b80aed0a8
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=0651fa7fdc72d6cd4f1dc4c68cf3d939fee92c17a98416ff660a27e69ff9af4eca759cc285c218678b4b8ab688d1f2b1
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=0651fa7fdc72d6cdbec87cb2b054150af43e9ad61eb018371cfe1a7d18b256957f8eb1015c7b54f83e4d2c1d1f85f4ab
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=0651fa7fdc72d6cdf7d8bf7b8efbd017b6531941b3c6c48ea3dfe797409dd3996e14a60fbf790d7905d49532592f7376
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=0651fa7fdc72d6cd3be3a29edc19e9674d8232c255846f9f614063c66fae9c95346f6b7437f4bc9761c18a31ce0e0bed
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=0651fa7fdc72d6cdd02f5145c5bd2a766b623c2cbb7b9953cb6e5125d3ab678f6f26f0a4f010d41573308048afe67e5d
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=c706d11d3e66ae20e5f6e73bee0b3b18f563e7f501d8e4f618616d4e952eb5cb98d45533a579adbd16d9fd36aa523bda
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=c706d11d3e66ae209adcbfe3240813d5d49bce6f95f43488c955b938febbd2a3061352b955cfbe90c61951e6730bbb21
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=c706d11d3e66ae20b30bc334dce1494b688fa4b32cb837a3b1aad42affc8c699b9acfa575e519cc34fe7356061b98e8a
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